
AGENDA REPORT
To: Honorable Mayor and City Council Members

From: Kimberly Greer, Assistant City Manager

Agenda: November 2, 2020 – Work Session

Item: Medlock Bridge Road at State Bridge Road: Long-Term Intersection Improvement

Item Summary
The Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) has completed an evaluation of the City’s information, 
studies, and alternatives to advance a long-term intersection improvement for Medlock Bridge Road at State 
Bridge Road. Although it is within GDOT’s power and authority to make any improvements they deem 
appropriate to State Route 141 (Medlock Bridge Road), their preference is to partner with the City. GDOT 
recommends pursuing the hybrid alternative but asked Council to discuss and share any consensus that was 
reached. Staff recommends Council reach consensus around an alternative and authorize staff to work with 
GDOT on a formal Project Framework Agreement to outline the cost-sharing for the improvement and 
management of the project and bring that back for Council consideration. 

Background
The intersection of SR 141 / Medlock Bridge Road at State Bridge 
Road is the most heavily-trafficked and congested intersection in 
Johns Creek carrying approximately 100,000 cars per day. 

Improving the intersection was included as a Tier-1 TSPLOST 
project with $8M set aside for the improvements. Council approved 
preliminary engineering on March 26, 2018 and asked staff to 
complete a traffic study and consider a complete range of solutions. 
The City engaged Wolverton & Associates to perform the traffic study 
and analyze design improvements. Wolverton compiled 35 potential design alternatives that would meet the 
goal of aiding the flow of traffic through the intersection. The designs included everything from the simplest 
of adding signage to the more complicated of adding tunnels and overpasses. A traffic model was utilized to 
analyze the 35 potential improvements in terms of travel time, intersection Level of Service / average delay, 
and throughput or number of cars moving through the intersection.

All 35 alternatives gridlocked in the traffic model unless an interim improvement (adjusting the approach to 
include the third lane on the northern and western legs of the intersection) was completed. Adjusting to 
include the interim improvement, the top five long-term alternatives were brought to the Council Work Session 
on December 10, 2018 for review and discussion. 
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Alternative Description
Grade 
Separation

Converting the SR 141 @ State Bridge intersection to a Tight Urban Diamond 
Interchange

Hybrid Converting the SR 141 @ State Bridge intersection to a Continuous Flow Intersection on 
SR 141 and a Median U-Turn on State Bridge

Thru-U Converting the SR 141 @ State Bridge intersection to a Median U-Turn on all legs
Quadrants Creating a quadrant roadway on the SW and NE Quadrants to remove left turns at the SR 

141 @ State Bridge intersection
Combination Each leg of the intersection differs in its layout: a Continuous Flow Intersection for the SB 

Left, an Median U-Turn for the EB Left and a Quadrant Roadway for the NB and WB Lefts

Council discussion of the give long-term alternatives considered cost, construction schedule, and impacts 
(anticipated full property acquisitions based on conceptual design). 

Alternative Estimated Cost
Estimated Full 

Property Acquisitions
Schedule 

(years)
Grade Separation $  54M 7 10

Hybrid $  16M 2 5
Thru-U $    9M 0 4

Quadrants $  25M 2 7
Combination $  18M 2 6

Council also discussed how the improvements would impact the character of the roadway system and the 
ease of navigation for drivers. Although no votes were taken, Council discussion seemed to eliminate three 
of the alternatives – the grade separation, combination, and quadrants. Council commentary did not support 
pursuing the grade separation (due to significant estimated cost, significant estimated full property 
acquisitions, and disruption to the character of the road system). Council commentary did not support the 
combination (due to the complicated nature of the solution and significant estimated price). Council 
commentary did not support the quadrants (due to the significant estimated price and estimated full property 
acquisitions). Overall, Council did not reach unanimity to support moving to engineering on any of the long-
term alternatives.

Council did reach consensus to pursue the interim improvement (adjusting the approach to include a third 
lane on the northern and western legs of the intersection) because the interim improvement was needed for 
any of the long-term alternatives. In a subsequent meeting, Council authorized the engineering the interim 
improvement and after investigating several alternatives, ultimately Council supported the widening of the 
western leg of the intersection (State Bridge Road) and the restriping the southbound travel lanes on SR 141 
/ Medlock Bridge Road (without making any changes to the northbound travel lanes on SR 141 / Medlock 
Bridge Road). Council authorized the construction contract for the interim improvement on August 24, 2020. 

In terms of the long-term improvement, the Council put the project on hold since the December 2018 Work 
Session discussion. On February 24, 2020 staff presented a review of the overall TSPLOST implementation
and presented the long-term improvement as one of four TSPLOST Tier 1 projects Council had on hold. To 
continue to advance the implementation of TSPLOST, Council considered the four projects on hold and 
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prioritized that the long-term intersection improvement for Medlock Bridge Road at State Bridge Road as the 
one that should be prioritized for future Work Session discussion.

Staff outlined the path forward as needing approximately 60 days to complete an updated traffic study and 
bring back options for Council’s consideration. From there, should Council reach consensus to pursue a 
presented option/alternative path forward to advance the project, staff would then request authorization to 
begin the engineering stage for the project based on that path forward.

Update
Although traffic counts have not been collected because we entered a period of unusual traffic activity with 
the COVID-19 pandemic closing schools and businesses, progress has been made on the long-term 
intersection improvement for Medlock Bridge Road at State Bridge Road. In May, GDOT reached out to staff 
to request copies of any information, studies, and alternatives the City had completed related to the 
intersection. As Medlock Bridge Road is State Route 141, it is within GDOT’s control to investigate and make 
improvements as they deem appropriate. 

As it was relayed to staff, on July 1, GDOT reached out to Mayor Bodker to share their evaluation of the City’s 
information, studies, and alternatives. On July 16, 2020, GDOT met with Mayor Bodker and Councilmember 
Coughlin to review their evaluation of the City’s information, studies, and alternatives. The presentation 
(attached for reference) reviews four alternatives. The four alternatives are versions based on the two 
alternatives that Council discussion (from December 2018) did not eliminate – the Thru-U and the Hybrid. 
GDOT completed a high-level operational analysis of the intersection, sketched concept alternatives, 
prepared high-level cost estimates, conducted a benefit/cost ratio, estimated 20-year operational savings 
benefits, and created a summary for each alternative.  

The two main conclusions (stated on slide 10 of the presentation) of GDOT’s analysis are:
1. Thru-U is the least expensive, impactful alternative
2. Hybrid is the alternative with the best long-term benefits

GDOT recommended pursuing the hybrid alternative but asked Mayor Bodker and Councilmember Coughlin 
to share with the full Council and see if consensus could be reached on a preferred alternative.  Although it 
is within GDOT’s power and authority to make any improvements they deem appropriate to State Route 141 
(Medlock Bridge Road), their preference is to partner with the City. 

In considering the path forward, Councilman Coughlin requested traffic data for State Route 141 (Medlock 
Bridge Road). GDOT provided traffic volumes from before the COVID-19 pandemic, during the pandemic, 
and their most recent available data. Staff created a map to show the locations at which the data was captured 
and graphed the data for easier visual comparison (attached for reference).    

Financial Impacts 
Overall, $8,000,000 was budgeted for the Medlock Bridge Road at State Bridge Road Intersection 
Improvement with a balance of $5,170,000 available for the long-term intersection improvement. From their 
conversation with Mayor Bodker and Councilman Coughlin, GDOT has indicated the City’s available funding 
would be sufficient match funding for them to cover the balance of project-related costs. 
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Recommendation
Staff recommends Council reach consensus around an alternative and authorize staff to work with GDOT on 
a formal Project Framework Agreement to outline the cost-sharing for the improvement and management of 
the project. 

Attachments
1. GDOT Presentation
2. State Route 141 (GDOT) Traffic Data


